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What is digital photography brainly

Brainly, a peer-to-peer learning platform based in Poland, announced today that it has raised $14 million shortly after reaching more than 100 million monthly active users. The Series B funding round was led by Kulczyk Investments, and it also included participation by previous investors Naspers, General
Catalyst, Point Nine Capital and Runa Capital. The new round brings Brainly’s total funding to date to $38.5 million. Founded in 2009, Brainly’s platform is a place where high school and middle-school students can ask and answer questions for more than a dozen academic subjects, including math,
science, history, English and health. According to the company, this peer-to-peer system offers a more engaging and rewarding learning experience for young students. “Learning is different for every student, and we strive to make every learning experience a collaborative and engaging journey for
students around the world,” said Michał Borkowski (pictured), chief executive and co-founder of Brainly. “Reaching 100 million monthly users reinforces our belief that a personalized learning experience is one that helps students achieve success and empowers them to help one another.” Brainly’s
platform operates using a point system, where users spend points to ask questions and earn points by answering them. Users are given points for creating an account and for verifying their email, and they earn a small number of points for each day they log into their account. When users want to ask a
question, they have to choose a number of points they are willing to spend to get it answered. Those who respond to the question with a highly rated answer then receive 50 percent of the points spent. Brainly also has a ranking system that rewards users for providing large numbers of quality answers. In
addition to reaching its 100 million-user milestone, Brainly said,t its platform is now used in 35 countries, and users answer more than 100,000 questions every day. According to the company, its new funding will go toward further expanding its global reach and growing its product team. “Since our initial
investment in 2016, we have been impressed with Brainly’s growth, particularly in the U.S.,” said Naspers Ventures Chief Executive and Brainly board member Larry Illg. “Even beyond the staggering size of the Brainly user base, we have been pleased with the depth of user engagement and this is no
doubt a result of the continued evolution of their platform to better serve students throughout the learning process.” Photo: Brainly Show your support for our mission with our one-click subscription to our YouTube channel (below). The more subscribers we have, the more YouTube will suggest relevant
enterprise and emerging technology content to you. Thanks! Support our mission:    >>>>>>  SUBSCRIBE NOW >>>>>>  to our YouTube channel. … We’d also like to tell you about our mission and how you can help us fulfill it. SiliconANGLE Media Inc.’s business model is based on the intrinsic value of
the content, not advertising. Unlike many online publications, we don’t have a paywall or run banner advertising, because we want to keep our journalism open, without influence or the need to chase traffic.The journalism, reporting and commentary on SiliconANGLE — along with live, unscripted video
from our Silicon Valley studio and globe-trotting video teams at theCUBE — take a lot of hard work, time and money. Keeping the quality high requires the support of sponsors who are aligned with our vision of ad-free journalism content. If you like the reporting, video interviews and other ad-free content
here, please take a moment to check out a sample of the video content supported by our sponsors, tweet your support, and keep coming back to SiliconANGLE. A digital camera (or digicam) is a camera that encodes digital images and videos digitally and stores them for later reproduction.Most cameras
sold today are digital, and digital cameras are incorporated into many devices ranging from PDAs and mobile phones (called camera phones) to vehicles.Digital and film cameras share an optical system, typically using a lens with a variable diaphragm to focus light onto an image pickup device.The
diaphragm and shutter admit the correct amount of light to the imager, just as with film but the image pickup device is electronic rather than chemical. However, unlike film cameras, digital cameras can display images on a screen immediately after being recorded, and store and delete images from
memory. Many digital cameras can also record moving videos with sound. Some digital cameras can crop and stitch pictures and perform other elementary image editing.HistorySteven Sasson as an engineer at Eastman Kodak invented and built the first electronic camera using a charge-coupled device
image sensor in 1975.Earlier ones used a camera tube; later ones digitized the signal. Early uses were mainly military and scientific; followed by medical and news applications. In the mid to late 1990s digital cameras became common among consumers. By the mid-2000s digital cameras had largely
replaced film cameras, and higher-end cell phones had an integrated digital camera. By the beginning of the 2010s almost all smartphones had an integrated digital camera.Image sensorsThe two major types of digital image sensor are CCD and CMOS. A CCD sensor has one amplifier for all the pixels,
while each pixel in a CMOS active-pixel sensor has its own amplifier.Compared to CCDs, CMOS sensors use less power.Cameras with a small sensor use a back-side-illuminated CMOS (BSI-CMOS) sensor. In large sizes those are too expensive and bring small benefit, so larger ones such as DSLRs
use CCD. Overall final image quality is more dependent on the image processing capability of the camera, than on sensor type.Sensor resolutionThe resolution of a digital camera is often limited by the image sensor that turns light into discrete signals. The brighter the image at a given point on the sensor,
the larger the value that is read for that pixel. Depending on the physical structure of the sensor, a color filter array may be used, which requires demosaicing to recreate a full-color image. The number of pixels in the sensor determines the camera's "pixel count". In a typical sensor, the pixel count is the
product of the number of rows and the number of columns. For example, a 1,000 by 1,000 pixel sensor would have 1,000,000 pixels, or 1 megapixel.Methods of image captureSince the first digital backs were introduced, there have been three main methods of capturing the image, each based on the
hardware configuration of the sensor and color filters.Single-shot capture systems use either one sensor chip with a Bayer filter mosaic, or three separate image sensors (one each for the primary additive colors red, green, and blue) which are exposed to the same image via a beam splitter.Multi-shot
exposes the sensor to the image in a sequence of three or more openings of the lens aperture. There are several methods of application of the multi-shot technique. The most common originally was to use a single image sensor with three filters passed in front of the sensor in sequence to obtain the
additive color information. Another multiple shot method is called Microscanning. This method uses a single sensor chip with a Bayer filter and physically moved the sensor on the focus plane of the lens to construct a higher resolution image than the native resolution of the chip. A third version combined
the two methods without a Bayer filter on the chip.The third method is called scanning because the sensor moves across the focal plane much like the sensor of an image scanner. The linear or tri-linear sensors in scanning cameras utilize only a single line of photosensors, or three lines for the three
colors. Scanning may be accomplished by moving the sensor (for example, when using color co-site sampling) or by rotating the whole camera. A digital rotating line camera offers images of very high total resolution.The choice of method for a given capture is determined largely by the subject matter. It is
usually inappropriate to attempt to capture a subject that moves with anything but a single-shot system. However, the higher color fidelity and larger file sizes and resolutions available with multi-shot and scanning backs make them attractive for commercial photographers working with stationary subjects
and large-format photographs.Improvements in single-shot cameras and image file processing at the beginning of the 21st century made single shot cameras almost completely dominant, even in high-end commercial photography.Digital camera backsIn the industrial and high-end professional
photography market, some camera systems use modular (removable) image sensors. For example, some medium format SLR cameras, such as the Mamiya 645D series, allow installation of either a digital camera back or a traditional photographic film back.Area array:CCDCMOSLinear array:CCD
(monochrome)3-strip CCD with color filtersLinear array cameras are also called scan backs:Single-shotMulti-shot (three-shot, usually)Most earlier digital camera backs used linear array sensors, moving vertically to digitize the image. Many of them only capture grayscale images. The relatively long
exposure times, in the range of seconds or even minutes generally limit scan backs to studio applications, where all aspects of the photographic scene are under the photographer's control.Some other camera backs use CCD arrays similar to typical cameras. These are called single-shot backs.Since it is
much easier to manufacture a high-quality linear CCD array with only thousands of pixels than a CCD matrix with millions, very high resolution linear CCD camera backs were available much earlier than their CCD matrix counterparts. For example, you could buy an (albeit expensive) camera back with
over 7,000 pixel horizontal resolution in the mid-1990s. However, as of 2004, it is still difficult to buy a comparable CCD matrix camera of the same resolution. Rotating line cameras, with about 10,000 color pixels in its sensor line, are able, as of 2005, to capture about 120,000 lines during one full 360
degree rotation, thereby creating a single digital image of 1,200 Megapixels.Most modern digital camera backs use CCD or CMOS matrix sensors. The matrix sensor captures the entire image frame at once, instead of incrementing scanning the frame area through the prolonged exposure. For example,
Phase One produces a 39 million pixel digital camera back with a 49.1 x 36.8 mm CCD in 2008. This CCD array is a little smaller than a frame of 120 film and much larger than a 35 mm frame (36 x 24 mm). In comparison, consumer digital cameras use arrays ranging from 36 x 24 mm (full frame on high
end consumer DSLRs) to 1.28 x 0.96 mm (on camera phones) CMOS sensor.
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